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McKenna C. Poe Design & Photography
    Pricing Sheet

Photography

Web Design Personal Assistant ServicesLogo and Branding

Videography & Editing
Photoshoot - Headshots & Lifestyle

2 hours with as many looks or locations that fit in that timespan! You will 

get a digital album of ALL photos to review, with 10 edits included! Can 

shoot film on request for additional cost. Price does not include cost of 

studio rental, $100 non-refundable deposit required prior to the shoot.

$350

Portfolio/Actor Website

E-Commerce Addition

A comprehensive website with multiple pages of the 

client’s choosing. Does not include subscription to 

design site or domain registration.

Design process of logo creation and the creation 

of a style guide for said company or client. This is 

a starting price, and could change based on the 

complexity of the project.

Do you have something specific in mind that isn’t listed here? Let me know! I’m excited 
to work with you to create something that perfectly encapsulates your vision! 

Working as a catch-all design category, let me know what 

I can do for you to help boost your business! Organizing 

Files?  Working out a social media strategy? Editing a slide 

deck? I’m all hands on deck!

The addition of an e-commerce back-end.

$250 $27/ hr $27/ hr

+$100

Filming
Full day of filming in any set up desired. I can provide some lighting and 

microphone set up, please inquire for specifics. $150 deposit required 

for both pricing options. This price does not include vast art direction, 

please inquire for more information. 

$500/Day  
$50/Hr

Event Photography
For large, full-day events, engagements, or weddings, this includes a full 

digital album of all photos as well as 25 edited photos. If there is travel 

outside of the NYC area, as that will be in addition to the set price for the 

event. $200 non-refundable deposit required prior to the shoot. 

$500 Editing
I will work to create succinct edits with you to bring your vision to life! We 

will work continuously until it’s perfect! This can include in-person sessions 

or via zoom if your eye is required.

$30/Hr

Additional Edits
For each additional edited photo of your choosing. Any amount over 10 

additional photos, the cost is then lowered to $7 per photo. 

$10/
Photo Trailer or “Sneak Peak”

Get your audience excited for your next project by adding on a trailer for a 

simple flat fee. Additional trailers past the first one are $75.

+$100


